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Halloween: Good or Bad for Stocks 

I don’t know what’s scarier. The huge market move last week 
(and frankly this month) or the thought of seeing the too old to 
be trick-or-treating trick-or-treaters that will knock on my door 
Monday evening. What I do know is that the stock market is one, 
long marathon, and the month of October is just one leg of that 
marathon. And after this leg, it needs to take a breather.  
 
That thought runs contrary to one of the popular seasonal trading 
strategies, known as the Halloween Indicator, which is the 
second half of the “sell in May and go away” tactic. 
 
The Halloween Indicator suggests that stocks perform best from 
November through April, and poorly from May through October. 
There is a good deal of data that supports much of this theory, at 
least in segments, and in most years. 
 
The major indices rose from January – April by 8-10% and 
tanked thereafter. Even with the double-digit increases in 
October, the performance of these indices on a YTD basis is 
below that of the first third of the year. So, the Indicator has 
shown once again that it works.  
 
However, there is one caveat. With the ridiculous returns in 
October, returns for investors that sold in May and bought again 
in October rather than waiting for November would have had an 
amazing return. 
 
Interestingly, the major indices are up 3-6% YTD, while the 
Russell 2000 is still down almost 3%. I think we will see the 
Russell 2000 exceed the Dow and S&P 500 when the year-=end 
tallies are calculated. 
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I remain of the belief that this October rally has been driven 
more by investor capitulation and external forces, rather than 
conviction and valuation. If this year has shown us anything, it is 
that ups and downs can come on a dime and move wildly, in the 
absence of confidence and leadership. 
 
I foresee a more traditional stair-step type of growth in 
November, after a breather, through the early part of 2012, 
based more on an incremental rise in the belief of a recovery and 
normalized valuation. 
 
So, stay tuned, and stay invested.  

U Pick Two 

Last week, we highlighted some casual dining stocks, along with 
an ETF and an out of the box stock largely dependent on a rise in 
the economy. Let’s see how they did, shall we? 
 
The 4 casual dining stocks were Chipotle, Panera, Darden, and 
Red Robin. We were bearish on Chipotle due to valuation and the 
already fierce run-up, and it rose about 2%, but less than the 
nearly 4% market rise for the week.   
 
We are pleased that our featured casual dining choice, Panera 
Bread, jumped by 20%. The Company announced a fabulous 
quarter, beating and even raising estimates. We would still be 
buyers.  
 
In honor of the performance I will treat myself to a soup and 
salad at Panera this week (hence u pick two in the title.) 
 
The other two recommendations, in which we felt there was a bit 
more risk, were mixed. Red Robin increased by almost 7% 
Darden was up 3%. Red Robin releases this week and we would 
not be surprised to see a slightly better than expected quarter. 
 
Mueller Industries also released results and while sales were 
better than expected, the huge intra-quarter drop in copper 
prices had a negative effect on EPS, which caused a miss. The 
stock declined by 9% for the week, as a result. We noted last 
week to buy on dips, and we still hold to it. This is an 
economically sensitive stock and should be viewed as an 
economy play, not an opportunity for a quick buck.  
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Groupon: Good for a trade? 

In addition to stocks that have a positive effect on our stomachs, 
the pending Groupon IPO should remind investors of how 
technology and social media are impacting our daily lives.  
 
Regular readers of The Goldman Guide know that we slammed 
Groupon this summer. I suspect that the IPO will perform well 
this week, now that modifications in the offering and the 
financials have occurred. Frankly, the market wants it to succeed, 
in my opinion.  
 
What management and the underwriters have done is reduce the 
size of the offering to around 5% of the outstanding shares. This 
is a far cry from the typical 20-30% of ownership companies sell 
in an IPO, and about half of what LinkedIn sold in the spring. 
 
This is a clear attempt to raise the valuation of the company. The 
valuation rise and possible subsequent increase in offering size, 
would be generated by investor appetite and demand, rather 
than the previous tactic, which was to utilize unusual accounting 
practices to illustrate very high growth and absolute numbers. 
 
Look, there is no doubt it is a cool company and cool concept 
which has enjoyed spectacular growth and presence, by any 
measure. However, in the pre-IPO world, sizzle and demand are 
key. So, investors will overlook the absence of rational 
measurement or valuation tools right now. And also overlook the 
increasing competition from LivingSocial, Google, and others 
which will impair margins, along with a very fickle customer base 
that have loyalty, as they are simply just deal shoppers.  
 
So, with are a ton of major and retain investors intent on getting 
their “group on” the post-IPO trading should be brisk and share 
price bid higher.  
 
In a nutshell, while I would not view it as an investment, I think 
that Groupon might be a very good prospect for a trade.  
 
Or at least a massage for 60% off somewhere. 
 
Until next week…. 
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